First choice of professional painters—first choice with home owners—that's Dutch Boy. There's a Dutch Boy finish specially blended for every painting need, inside or outside your home. Choose yours today at—

PAINT DEPARTMENTS
Main Store and Annex
EXCLUSIVE DEALER
J. J. MOREAU & SON, INC
MANCHESTER, N. H.
Dial NA 4-4311

ANDREW T. JOHNSON CO., INC.

Panel Industrial, Inc.
Distributors of
Construction Equipment and Supplies
159 SOUTH MAIN STREET • CONCORD, N.H.
Tel. CA 5-2726

Sonneborn Building Materials
Delta Power Tools
DeWalt Radial Saws
Schlueter Artic Boy Water Coolers
Timken Bits
Crosby Clips
Aeroquip Hose & Couplings
Vulcan Drill Steel & Pavement Breaking Tools
Laughlin Drop Forge Fittings
Dixon Valves & Couplings
Springs—New & Repaired
Welding Supplies—Marquette, Victor & Stulz-Sickles
Complete Motor Rebuilding
Kohler Electric Plants
Complete stock of all sizes Machine Bolts & Cap Screws

BURLINGTON, MASS. ON MIDDLESEX TURNPIKE I I
(AT EXIT 35 OFF ROUTE 128)
Richmond 2-1610

(Connecting all Plants)
REPRODUCTIONS OF ALL TYPES

• BLUEPRINTS
  (on Paper or Cloth)
• BLUELINE PRINTS
  (on Paper or Cloth)
• PHOTOSTATS
  (Negatives or Positives)
• DIRECT WHITE POSITIVES
  (Blue or Black Lines)
• AUTOPOSITIVES
  (Direct Positive Prints)
• "PHOTO-ARC" TYPE
  (Negatives or Positive Prints)
• KODALITH PAPER
  (Negatives or Positives)
• J-R REPRODUCTIONS
  (on Blue or White Tracing Cloth)
• VAN DYEE NEGATIVES
  AND POSITIVES
• "B & W" SEPIA PRINTS
  "Transparencies" on Velum, Etc.
• FILM NEGATIVES AND POSITIVES
  (Enlarged or Reduced)
• CAMERA ENLARGEMENTS or BROMIDE POSITIVES
  (Up to 60" x 120" made in one piece on one of the largest commercial cameras in New England)
• PHOTO VELLUM PRINTS
  Enlarged or Reduced
• GLOSSY PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS
• PHOTO-OFFSET OR PLANOGRAPH PRINTING
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REFRIGERATION DISTRIBUTORS
FOOD SERVICE CONSULTANTS

Complete Planning Service
For Markets and Food Stores
Special Industrial Refrigeration
Complete Air Conditioning
Hotel, Restaurant and Institutional Kitchens,
Cafeterias, Dining Areas
Cocktail Lounges

HUMPHREYS, INC.
180 No. Main Street - Concord, N. H.
A Business Devoted To Those Who Serve Food

DERRYFIELD SUPPLY CO., INC.
- Wholesalers -
Kohler Plumbing Fixtures
National — U. S. Radiator Heating Products
Fluid Heat Air Conditioning
John Wood Hot Water Heaters
H. B. Smith Boilers
Pipe • Fittings • Valves
National Disposal Units

GRANITE and FRANKLIN STS.
Manchester, N. H.
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A. I. A.
WESCOTT CONCRETE CORPORATION APPOINTS NEW GENERAL MANAGER

Wescott Concrete Corporation, Laconia, recently announced the appointment of Claude Richer as general manager in charge of ready-mixed concrete and concrete forms division.

Born in Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, Mr. Richer received his formal education at Ottawa University in Ottawa, Ontario and St. Lawrence University in Canton, New York. He had further graduate studies at McGill University at Montreal, Quebec and at The Sorbonne of the University of Paris.

Mr. Richer’s experience in the construction industry has been with the A. J. Henry Co. and with R. L. Grain & Son, general contractors in Ottawa and the International Nickel Co. of Canada in Sudbury, Ontario.

Quite renowned as a skier and athlete, Mr. Richer was on two Canadian Olympic Ski Teams. Mr. Richer and his wife will make their home in Laconia.

AN INTRODUCTION TO FRED POPE

Frederick A. Pope, better known as Fred, has recently joined the firm of Corriveau-Routhier, Inc. For the past ten years Fred has been engaged in sales of brick, block, refractories and general masonry items, consequently is no novice to the business, nor a stranger in the area. Before joining the sales staff of Corriveau-Routhier Fred had worked New Hampshire and Vermont.

Fred says his work will be mostly on architectural and industrial calls and he has the “know-how” to talk specifics on brick, block and all types of masonry.

Recently located in Manchester with his wife and two sons Fred is a golf and bowling enthusiast, a veteran of World War II. When he calls on you, give him a “listen.” You'll both benefit.

SYNTHETIC ANHYDRITE CEMENT

A new synthetic anhydrite cement is on the market, manufactured by E. I. du Pont Nemours & Co. Inc., and supplied under contract to the American Synthanite Corp., New York, N. Y. Bearing the trade name “Synthanite,” the cement is being installed by approved contractors in order to provide uniformity of application and dependable performance. In the New England area Bloom, South and Gurney, 9 Melcher Street, Boston, flooring and tile contractors, are representatives for “Synthanite.”

A little briefing on the product is given as follows: This new Synthanite Concrete is intended for both new Construction and rebuilding. It can be floated in a thin layer over structural subfloors, old concrete, or wood floors. Instead of forming a bond with the underlying floor system, this concrete goes down over a (Continued on Page 16)
When you need the facts on concrete just call on PCA

Your local PCA field office is one of thirty-two across the nation—staffed by professionally qualified engineers, architects and farm specialists. Backed by more experts at PCA national headquarters in Chicago, they are here to help you with up-to-the-minute advice and information on every phase of concrete construction.

It's a service made possible by the more than 70 member cement companies who voluntarily support the Portland Cement Association in its research, educational and technical service activities.

Informative literature of every type on modern uses of concrete is yours for the asking. For an authoritative, friendly source of information—call on PCA.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
142 High Street, Portland 3, Maine

A national organization to improve and extend the uses of concrete
KENNETH E. CURRAN INC.
Littleton, N. H.

GENERAL CONTRACTOR for Mittersill Motor Inn
Franconia, N. H.

WE SUPPLIED AND INSTALLED REAL COMFORT WITH OUR Plumbing - Heating at the
Beautiful Mittersill Motor Inn

A. G. CYR HEATING and PLUMBING
Littleton, N. H.
Tel. 4-5812

Armstrong
MINATONE 12" x 12" x 5/8" "CLASSIC"
HANOVER MOTOR INN Hanover, N. H.
and MITTERSILL MOTOR INN Franconia, N. H.
by
NEW ENGLAND INSULATION CO.
498 FORE ST.
PORTLAND, MAINE SPRuce 2-7481
New Hampshire Office
Union, New Hampshire
Phone: - GRanite 3-2211
Arthur E. Swanson, Manager

E. E. BIGELOW
LITTLETON, N. H.
222 Main St. Tel. 4-3334

•
Electrical Contractor for MITTERSILL MOTOR INN
FRANCONIA, N. H.
HANOVER MOTOR INN
Night Scene, Registration and Office

TRUMBULL-NELSON COMPANY, INC.
HANOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Telephone 58

General Contractors
for the
HANOVER MOTOR INN
Hanover, N. H.
DELIGHTFUL and DISTINCTIVE
AL MELANSON
Company, Inc.
Roofing Contractors
for
HANOVER
MOTOR INN
HANOVER, N. H.
From The Roof On Down
Quality, Comfort and Class
SHEET METAL - WATER PROOFING
CONTRACTORS
353 WEST ST. KEENE, N. H.
22 E. Broadway, Gardner, Mass.

FRANK T. CODY CO.
Electrical Contractors
HANOVER, N. H.
Phone Hanover 720
WE ARE PROUD OF
Another Quality
ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION
By Us At
Hanover Motor Inn
HANOVER, N. H.
CERAMIC TILE
for
HANOVER MOTOR INN
Hanover, N. H.

CERAMIC TILE - QUARRY TILE
RESILIENT TILE FLOORS

Our salesmen cover all of New England.
Phone Liberty 2-5300 for a qualified representative to assist your planning.

VERMONT SLATE
for
Fine Buildings

Floors - - - Roofing
Flagstone - - - Structural

Our quarries and finishing plants producing all colors of natural Vermont slate are at your service. Consult our estimating department for prompt quotations and general information.

VERMONT STRUCTURAL SLATE CO, Inc.
FAIR HAVEN, VT. TEL. 28
membrane separator, such as impregnated building paper, felt or polyethylene. One half inch expansion joints separate it from walls and columns.

Most floor systems need only 1 to 1\(\frac{1}{4}\) inches of Synthanite as underlayment for resilient tiles, linoleum, terrazzo, and certain types of wood and epoxy floor coverings. Because this crack resistant, non-curling topping floats free of the floor beneath, the manufacturer claims that it all but eliminates any damage to floor finish from movement of the subfloor. The Synthanite Cement is mixed with sand, gravel and water. Although the mixture dries quickly, it must be protected from too-fast drying during the first 48 hours. It can usually bear construction traffic after three days. In six to ten days, Synthanite is ready for the final covering. Its compressive and flexural strength is great enough to make reinforcement unnecessary, and it is light in weight—about 12 pounds per square foot for a 1-inch thickness.

(Continued from Page 6)
SPROCKETS to ROCKETS: they all start from BLUEPRINTS

WE CAN PROVIDE THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY IN EQUIPMENT AND PROCESSING TO FULFILL YOUR REPRODUCTION REQUIREMENTS

THE REPRODUCTION CENTER, INC.

94 Market Street
Manchester, N. H.
ELECTRIC HEATING A REAL FEATURE FOR KEENE CO-OPERATIVE BANK BUILDING

The new Keene Co-operative Bank building, when completed will be an excellent example of the latest in bank design.

Besides being modernistic in design, and well-planned for functional uses, this building incorporates a first in New Hampshire bank buildings — electric heating.

The heating consists of two basic systems. Electric baseboard units on exterior walls and thermostatically controlled in each area to satisfy the transmission heat losses. The infiltration and ventilation heat losses are offset by a duct system. This duct system recirculates, ventilates, filters and heats the air within the building. The heat from the lighting is captured in the plenum above the suspended ceiling, taken into the duct system, and then circulated throughout the building. Fresh air is also introduced to the building through this duct system. Electric heating coils are installed in the ducts to add additional heat when necessary. The operation of the duct system is controlled by a thermostat, the bulb of which is located within the duct. This thermostat not only controls the heating elements but also the louvers on the fresh air intake. At a later date when summer air conditioning is added, this duct system will be utilized for it. This heating system will provide the finest in heating comfort in that desired air temperature may be maintained in each separate area for the building.

The basic construction of the building is the same as would have been employed had some other form of heating been used with the following exceptions. There is no boiler room or stack required. Insulation used consists of two inches of styrofoam perimeter insulation, two inches of styrofoam wall insulation, and three inches of fiberglass roof insulation. The initial cost of the building is lower because of the use of electric heating.
Nearly fifty years ago, in 1912, could any one associated with what is now the Keene Co-operative Bank foresee the many changes in operation which have resulted in a spanking new building for people of the Keene area.

Business started in 1912 and was conducted with only part time help until 1941. In 1946 with a definite upsurge in customer demand Keene Co-operative Bank rented less than 1300 feet of floor space. From that day to this, bank officials have been pressed with an increasing need for modern quarters and facilities.

Designed and framed for an additional story the new bank, soon to open, will even accommodate the carriage trade with swinging doors for mom and the kids to have easy access to the banks interior. For fresh air lovers a walk up window is available, and for the hurried, harried customer the bank offers a drive up window. The banks interior offers adequate public space and reception areas. Nine tellers spaces, two private offices, a new vault, cafeteria and toilet facilities for personnel just about complete the picture for the new Keene Co-operative Bank.
New Hampshire's First
Electrically Heated Bank . . .

This bank building, soon to be completed, has been designed to include today's most modern method of heating—flameless electric heat! Each area of this modern building will be thermostatically controlled to provide the proper air temperature in that area.

Substantial savings are being realized in initial construction costs because with electric heat there is no need of a boiler room with its associated boiler, piping, ducts, circulators and stack. The heating system will consist only of baseboards in each area and heating coils in the air ventilating ducts.

Savings will also be realized in maintenance costs as maintenance of the electric heating system is practically non-existent. Since electric heat is the cleanest source of heating, general maintenance and redecoration should be reduced.

Throughout New Hampshire there's a big swing to flameless electric heating in commercial buildings as well as homes. For the architect, builder or developer, additional information and assistance concerning flameless electric heating is available from Public Service Company of New Hampshire.

ARCHITECT: George C. Soule, A.I.A.
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: R. E. Bean Construction Company, Inc.
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR: Fred H. Hamblet

PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Call Densmore For Fast Delivery...

of

Clay Products
and

Masonry Supplies

Face Brick — Glazed Facing Tile
Sewer Pipe — Flue Lining
Fire Brick — Sonneborn Products
Scaffolding — Cardinal Masonry Blades

Densmore Brick Company
Hanover Street, Lebanon, New Hampshire

Manufacturers of Waterstruck and Sandstruck Brick

Choice of Engineers for Over 60 Years

K&E
Quality Products and Precision Instruments

- Micro-Master® — an amazing new process providing clear, distortion-free "second originals". Tiny 4 x 6" negatives can be projected up to original size and more. Save storage space, mailing costs.
- Herculene® Drafting Film — the newest, most durable drawing medium. Ideal surface "take" for pencil, ink, or typewriter. Balanced transparency. Lies flat. Resists rough handling. Matted one or both sides. In Rolls or Sheets. Find out Today!
- K & E Instruments — select from our complete line ... for every engineering and drafting use.

B. L. Makepeace Inc.
1266 Boylston St.
Boston, Mass.
Call Copley 7-2700